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	Build a working knowledge of data modeling concepts and best practices, along with how to apply these principles with ER/Studio. This second edition includes numerous updates and new sections including an overview of ER/Studio's support for agile development, as well as a description of some of ER/Studio's newer features for NoSQL, such as MongoDB's containment structure. You will build many ER/Studio data models along the way, applying best practices to master these ten objectives:

	
		Know why a data model is needed and which ER/Studio models are the most appropriate for each situation
	
		Understand each component on the data model and how to represent and create them in ER/Studio
	
		Know how to leverage ER/Studio's latest features including those assisting agile teams and forward and reverse engineering of NoSQL databases
	
		Know how to apply all the foundational features of ER/Studio
	
		Be able to build relational and dimensional conceptual, logical, and physical data models in ER/Studio
	
		Be able to apply techniques such as indexing, transforms, and forward engineering to turn a logical data model into an efficient physical design
	
		Improve data model quality and impact analysis results by leveraging ER/Studio's lineage functionality and compare/merge utility
	
		Be able to apply ER/Studio's data dictionary features
	
		Learn ways of sharing the data model through reporting and through exporting the model in a variety of formats
	
		Leverage ER/Studio's naming functionality to improve naming consistency, including the new Automatic Naming Translation feature.



	This book contains four sections:

	

	Section I introduces data modeling and the ER/Studio landscape. Learn why data modeling is so critical to software development and even more importantly, why data modeling is so critical to understanding the business. You will learn about the newest features in ER/Studio (including features on big data and agile), and the ER/Studio environment. By the end of this section, you will have created and saved your first data model in ER/Studio and be ready to start modeling in Section II!

	

	Section II explains all of the symbols and text on a data model, including entities, attributes, relationships, domains, and keys. By the time you finish this section, you will be able to 'read' a data model of any size or complexity, and create a complete data model in ER/Studio.

	

	Section III explores the three different levels of models: conceptual, logical, and physical. A conceptual data model (CDM) represents a business need within a defined scope. The logical data model (LDM) represents a detailed business solution, capturing the business requirements without complicating the model with implementation concerns such as software and hardware. The physical data model (PDM) represents a detailed technical solution. The PDM is the logical data model compromised often to improve performance or usability. The PDM makes up for deficiencies in our technology. By the end of this section you will be able to create conceptual, logical, and physical data models in ER/Studio.

	

	Section IV discusses additional features of ER/Studio. These features include data dictionary, data lineage, automating tasks, repository and portal, exporting and reporting, naming standards, and compare and merge functionality.
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Hacking Secret Ciphers with Python: A beginner's guide to cryptography and computer programming with PythonCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	* * * This is the old edition! The new edition is under the title "Cracking Codes with Python" by Al Sweigart * * *


	Hacking Secret Ciphers with Python not only teaches you how to write in secret ciphers with paper and pencil. This book teaches you how to write your own cipher programs and also the hacking programs that...
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Special Edition Using® Microsoft® Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Special Edition Using Microsoft Office  Access 2003 is a comprehensive reference for all the features of Access  2003. This edition adds new chapters on collaboration with Microsoft SharePoint  Team Server, and creating or consuming XML Web Services, both of which are hot  topics. The XML chapter...
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HTML5 Canvas CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The HTML5 canvas is revolutionizing graphics and visualizations on the Web. Powered
	by JavaScript, the HTML5 Canvas API enables web developers to create visualizations
	and animations right in the browser without Flash. Although the HTML5 Canvas is quickly
	becoming the standard for online graphics and interactivity, many developers fail...
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The 7 Triggers to Yes: The New Science Behind Influencing People's DecisionsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Introducing 7 scientifically proven ways to masterfully apply the skill of persuasion and get the results you want


	Everybody knows that the best way to persuade people to reach the “Yes” response is by using logic and reason, right? Wrong. According to the latest research in neuroscience, most people...
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Community Server Quickly: A Concise and Practical Guide to Installation, Administration, and CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2006
Working with this clear and concise step-by-step guide you'll be up and running with a fully featured Community Server Express Edition website based on ASP.NET as fast as possible. With full coverage of installing, managing, and customizing this powerful tool for your community audience, this book is the essential administrator's companion...
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Wireshark Network Analysis (Second Edition): The Official Wireshark Certified Network Analyst Study GuideLaura Chappell University, 2012

	[Note: This Second Edition is also available in Kindle format!]

	

	Wireshark is the world's most popular network analyzer tool with over 500,000 downloads per month. This book provides insider tips and tricks to spot performance issues fast - no more finger pointing because the packets never lie! From "Death by...
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